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SUMMARY
This study aims to develop a roadside impact attenuator to
enhance motorcyclist safety in case of collision with guardrail
pillars, through the use of alternative geometries and materials,
minimizing decelerations and consequently the risk of injury.
Several geometries are proposed, and their crashworthiness
performances are assessed. Additionally, the use of sustainable
materials, namely ground tyre rubber (GTR), is introduced in
the development of the attenuator to lower the environmental
impact.

Numerical simulations were performed finite element software
LS-Dyna reproduce the test procedure described by
Portuguese standard. A head impactor was used to mimic the
motorcyclist’s head behavior to impact.

Figure 3 – Simulation Scenario

RESULTS

INTRODUCTION
Roadside restraints systems, such as guardrails, were originally
developed to enhance road safety by containing and guiding
vehicles after a crash event, reducing the severity of run-offroad collisions (Molan et al., 2019). In 2015, it was considered
that scrap tire recycling is a global issue, and how it will be
used is both a challenge and an opportunity (Scott, 2015). . As
a result, this present study consists of a preliminary
assessment of different attenuator geometries and compound
formulation (PP+GTR) for both motorcyclist safety and
environment enhancement.

Figure 4 – Dynamic sequence of impact for different attenuator geometries

To assess the likelihood of head injury arising from an impact
often related to road accidents, the HIC (Head Injury Criteria)
index was used:

DEVELOPMENTS
Different geometries were tested in this study. These geometries
present the advantage of having good damping properties
obtained through structure deformation.

Figure 1 - Attenuator Geometries
(a) Honeycomb 𝑽⁄𝑽full= 𝟎. 𝟓 (b)Alternative Honeycomb 𝑽⁄𝑽full = 𝟎. 𝟔𝟏
(c) Spring 𝑽⁄𝑽full = 𝟎. 𝟓𝟐 (d) Leaf 𝑽⁄𝑽full = 𝟎. 𝟓𝟑

Different material composition
and GTR particle size was
tested.
The stress-strain curves of
the materials were taken from
(Chaouch, 2017) and are
presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Stress-Strain curves of PP/GTR

Figure 5 – Normalized results for head acceleration and HIC for different geometries, particle size
and compound composition

CONCLUSIONS
• The use of alternative geometries allowed to reduce weight
from 29kg to ~16kg (~45%) and the use of compounds with
GTR allowed to reduce weight from up to ~11% (50%GTR);
• Higher percentages of GTR lowers HIC values and decreases
head deceleration;
• Particle size effects appear only on higher GTR percentage
compounds, presenting lower HIC and rebound speed for
higher granulometries;
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